KNIFESTYLES OF THE RICH & FAMOUS

The Man’s View

FOREHEAD

“Botox between
the eyebrows and in her
forehead and crow’s-feet
seems to have caused a frozen
effect,” says Gillian Palette,
an NYC cosmetic injection
specialist who doesn’t
treat the star. Cost:
$2K a year.

NOSE

“Her nose
appears to be reshaped
to look naturally thinner
and better fits her face,”
raves Philadelphia-based
plastic surgeon Dr. Lyle
Back. “It’s a real finesse
rhinoplasty.” Price tag?
Up to $12.5K.
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SAY AFTER

CHEEKS

BEFORE OR AFTER APPARENT
LIP ENHANCEMENT ?
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SKIN

Cheeky, indeed!
“There’s evidence
of some serious work
[here],” notes Dr. Back.
“Her cheeks are a bit too full
— either from injections
of her own fat or fillers
[$3,000 and up].”

Jen’s immaculate
complexion is likely
the result of CO2 laser
resurfacing, such as
Fraxel [$1,200 a pop], and
tightening treatments,
such as Ultherapy
(up to $5K), says
Dr. Palette.
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T

hey say looking good is the best
revenge — and that’s why many
celebs turn to plastic surgery after their relationships go south. The
latest case? Actress and filmmaker Jennifer Westfeldt, who recently
split with Mad Men hunk Jon Hamm
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Jennifer’s Big Breakover
after a whopping 18 years of unwedded bliss. Until recently, the Kissing
Jessica Stein star had maintained her
youthful mojo with a fresh and natural touch. But at 45, Jennifer’s face
has suddenly undergone some noticeable changes, likely thanks to

Botox, fillers and artful rhinoplasty. “Her nose is thinner, with a better flow from the root to the tip,”
observes Philadelphia plastic surgeon Dr. Lyle Back, who does not treat
the blond beauty. “It appears the tip
was sculpted to be slightly smaller,

more delicate and less round, which
gives her a more feminine and somewhat younger appearance.” Not all
procedures are so successful, though.
Heavy-handed, contends Dr. Back,
is the “fullness in her cheeks, probably from her own fat or a filler. They

No guy would have ever
turned down a rhumba with the
gorgeous Dancing With the Stars
pro. But now that the 21-yearold blonde has apparently had
injections of dermal fillers to
plump her thin upper lip, she’s
getting even higher marks with
men we polled. The majority say
Wit’s cha-cha-changed pout is
“sexier” and “more kissable!”

MIRACLE
IN A TUBE

NOW

look a bit too full and shiny.” While
Dr. Back suggests that a mini face-lift
may have been a better approach, he
says that, overall, the revamped Jennifer has “a natural beauty look that’s
well-achieved.” No wonder there are
whispers that Jon wants her back!

ERASE WRINKLES
WHILE YOU SLEEP

While retinol is the gold standard
among over-the-counter
antiagers, the side effects (drying,
breakouts!) can be a bummer. But
this rich overnight moisturizer
containing the super ingredient
promises to fight lines with none
of those pesky reactions.
StriVectin Advanced Retinol
Intensive Night Moisturizer,
$112, strivectin.com
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